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in po's travels, mantis and the rest of the furious five were sent
by po to assist him in his search for the book of the green lotus,
then being kept hostage by tai lung, in hopes of getting an
antidote to cure po's kung fu fever. for the five to gain access
to the book, mantis, along with the rest of the five, used their
powerful pinwheel strike technique, which swept the bandits
away, and through the book, the panda could read the history
of his village, as well as learn that tai lung was aiming to steal
the book. in the end, po, along with the five, defeated tai lung
and saved the book, with mantis declaring that he would hold
the book for po in hopes that the panda will "come back" and
the five would continue protecting the panda, just like po asked
them to do in the beginning. in the finale, the full extent of
mantis' pinwheel strike was revealed, as he was able to move
huge volumes of air by spinning around and around using his
arms. along with the rest of the furious five, mantis threw
several objects towards a monstrous dark spirit, causing it to
retreat in terror. it was revealed that the pinwheel strike used
by mantis and the other four was the result of his fight to
protect po when his father was being attacked, as the five were
going down, the panda looked up and saw him. after learning
that his father was not there, mantis felt that he would protect
him by doing something extraordinary, so he aimed for the
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wind, creating the pinwheel strike. mantis had a brief
encounter with tigress during his quest for the book, during
which he proposed his version of the five-man fool's circle.
mantis described how he would provide fighters who would use
their pinwheel strikes to change the course of battle. the plan
was a success as mantis' crew were able to successfully trick
several rhino guards into being shut inside a massive tub.
mantis then gave the book back to po, who then went and
freed the rhino guards, saving the day.
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upon learning of mantis' choice to stay behind at the jade
palace, po lets himself down with his cables, and finally gives
up and drops down to mantis' level, to his shock. to ease his

frustrations, the two instantly become friends. composed of two
main sections, the first deals with a challenge mantis faces on

behalf of po, during which we see po experiencing his
chivalrous heart for the first time. the theme of this section is

loyalty and friendship. in the second section, mantis and po see
the assault of the jade palace, the latter being brutalized by its
inhabitants and has a heart attack and dies. at the end of this

section is shown the jade palace crushing mantis into dust,
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indicating he is dead. once mantis is destroyed, po is taken into
the afterlife. all-new bonus features on kfp2 awesome packs

include: 3d previews, plus new background featurette, behind
the scenes and deleted scenes even more bonus features

available on kfp2 awesome packs* bonus content as with the
first ultimate packs including features such as: the sing-along
song – lend your voice to po the dragon warrior for this sing-
along song a kid's playbook – a po of all kids library of games
and activities play along with mumbles and morp – a kung fu

panda multiplayer, player-vs-player game po's kung fu gallery –
discover the kung fu styles and kung fu masters that inspired
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